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“This is just
the start”
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Deputy President Kgalema Mothlanthe, Professor Francis Wilson and Professor Jonathan Jansen at the closing session of the conference

Jacques de Satgé

I

n his keynote closing address at “Strategies to Overcome Poverty and Inequality:
Towards Carnegie III” at the University of
Cape Town, on Friday 7th September, Deputy
President Kgalema Mothlanthe said that the
Conference marked the first time that research
has been conducted “under democratic conditions. This allows for much deeper interrogation of the complexities leading to poverty,
deprivation and inequality.”
The event marked the end of a week that
saw over 500 academics, policymakers, and
members of non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) come together to try and find practical
solutions for South Africa’s enduring problems
of poverty and inequality.
In his closing address, Conference Director
Professor Francis Wilson announced: “This

is just the beginning”. Networking, theme
building and action were billed by Wilson as
key components of the net phase –“learning
by doing,” as Trevor Manuel, National Planning
Minister, phrased it.

“This is just stage one of a process
that continues until 2015 and
further.”
“Where to from here?” asked Wilson. He
outlined a set of actions for the next three
years. “This is just stage one of a process that
continues until 2015 and further,” said Wilson.
“We have to report back to the National
Planning Commission in three months’ time,”
he said. During the conference key gaps had
been identified and now a wealth of knowledge
had to be “sorted”.

Wilson referred to the “sense of energy”
at the conference, and described the networks
formed as “the wires that have joined up this
week”.
Wilson highlighted three aspects that made
the conference unique. He said the conference
was the first of its kind to occur as a direct
result of government enquiry. He referred to
the presence of NGOs as a significant success
of the conference. “Their inputs have been both
devastating and encouraging.”
There had been an “extraordinary response”
to the conference from around the country,
with over 350 papers received from 19
universities. Wilson concluded by challenging
all universities to “find ways of focusing on
poverty and inequality, and working with
NGOs to find imaginative ways of doing things
to make things better.”

Constant vigilance needed to fight corruption – Motlanthe
Sue Segar

T

he government was a prime target for
corruption with opportunists lining
up to sell them “anything”, to take advantage of the state coffers, Deputy President
Kgalema Motlanthe said, in answer to a question at the closing session of the conference.
“If people sell anything to the government
… it goes up. A bottle of water costs R22,” he
joked, as he related the tendency of contractors
to try and fleece the government.

“If people sell anything to the
government … it goes up”
Image: Liam Cornell
Motlanthe said the government had to
contend with people “both outside and inside
the system” who were collaborating to “cheat
the system” even though clear processes were
in place.
“These tender processes were meant to
be rigorous … but if there are people inside
a tender adjudicating committee who have a
vested interest and if those outside work around
the system, then tenders will go to undeserving
applicants.
Motlanthe illustrated this point by telling a
story about government procurement.

Deputy President Kgalema Mothlanthe and Professor Crain Soudien in conversation at the closing
session
“In the Cabinet we try to ensure that there
are in-house engineers in departments (to
prevent this problem). The Ministry of Health
has an in-house engineer and, very recently,
they had Public Works indicating to them that
the renovations of their head office would cost
R23 million.
“Unbeknown to the Public Works people,
the resident engineer sat them down and said,
“let’s break it down”. He said we could not go

beyond R5 million – and yet the quotation was
R23 million.
“It is something we are grappling with as
Cabinet. It is something we must continue to
fight,” Motlanthe said.
“Of course we also have to protect whistleblowers and ensure they are not victimized
so these things can be dealt with decisively,”
Motlanthe said.

How the house fell down in Marikana
Berndt Hannweg

A

mine was like a house and the miners were its occupants. If they left the
house, a whole new set of rules pertained. This was the analogy used by Deputy
President Kgalema Motlanthe while answering
questions about the violence at Marikana during the closing session of Towards Carnegie III
on Friday.
Motlanthe, who is a former Secretary
General of the National Union of Mineworkers,
gave a detailed explanation of how mine
culture worked and the place of rockdrillers in
the work process.
He likened a mine to a house, and the
miners as its occupants “Inside that house,
there are existing house rules and institutions.
They know that none of those house rules
would permit their effort of getting an increase.
So they pull out of the house, they leave the
house with its rules and go outside it to form
a structure.”
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But that structure, he said, now lacks a
cohesive leadership. “The unions and the HR
people have no vote in this new structure.”
Instead, power falls into the hands of the
‘muti-person’, who performs certain ‘rituals’ to
empower the workers.

“A mine is like a house and the
miners are its occupants.”
“The first request of the muti-person is a
request for human organs or blood, so their first
task is to kill. Once they deliver the ingredients,
the ‘ritual’ is performed. Strengthened first by
the killing and then by the ritual, they can go
and intimidate other workers.”
The workers, without any solid and
identifiable leadership, are now particularly
hard to deal with. “None of them represents
any collective. As long as they are under that
spell, they are under a regimented structure.

There is no democracy there.
“The best way to deal with that is to separate
them from the muti-person, and to break that
spell.”
Motlanthe also warned about the presence
of those who seek monetary awards that may
not be due to them.
“I had many similar experiences, where
13,000 workers go on an illegal strike and
are dismissed. The mining company, having
dismissed them, employs others.” Even if it
goes to court, it often takes up to two years to
reinstate the workers, and by then the company
opts to simply pay them out. But it is not
guranteed that the originally striking workers
would get their fair share.
Mothlanthe also bemoaned the disconnect
between the shop stewards, often educated
beyond their peers, and their constituents.
“When they negotiate, invariably, they
are likely to sign once the percentage offered
makes sense to them as individuals. So the
lower-rung has no voice, and their interests are
only addressed in mass-meetings.”

Youth Wage Subsidy – a step in the right direction
Berndt Hannweg

T

he proposed Youth Wage subsidy was
a step in the right direction in reducing unemployment, but more attention
must be paid to issues of skills development
and hard job creation.
This was the consensus of associated experts
and academics at a panel on Youth Wages and
Employment Subsidies. Under discussion was
whether the subsidy could generate the type of
youth employment needed by the country.
In its simplified form, the subsidy would
target 90% of the youth between the ages of
15 and 24, and lead to the creation of 178,000
new jobs.

“More attention must be paid
to issues of skills development
and hard job creation.”
The subsidy has been disparaged by
Economic Development Minister Ebrahim Patel
who believes that it would not only result in
insignificant job creation, but displace older
workers from the workplace. The ANC has
also rejected the subsidy and is advocating
for compulsory national service and the
implementation of a job seeker’s grant.
Dr Neil Rankin, of the African MicroEconomic Research Unit at the University of the
Witwatersrand, who is currently conducting a
study into wage-subsidies, said the problem
was not labour costs, but worker qualifications.
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Najwah Allie-Edries, Head of Jobs Fund, who participated in the session on the Youth Wage Subsidy
“Firms worry about the uncertainty that
surrounds people’s productivity and their skill.
That is a big issue for potential employers.”
David Faulkner, Chief Director of the National
Treasury’s
Macro-Economic
Department
stressed the importance of developing skills as a
long-term solution.
“[In South Africa] qualifications are not
good indicators of quality,” he said. Most
attendees were not supportive of the ANC’s jobseeking grant proposal.
“I don’t think they’ve thought it through,”
said Rankin. “Would it be used to seek a job,
or is it to transfer wealth to the youth? I don’t
think the Job Seekers’ grant will result in the
outcome they want”.
The Head of the Jobs Fund at the Treasury,

Najwah Allie-Edries, said the grant could
“never be an alternative” to the subsidy. “It’s
political,” she said.
Allie-Edries said a multi-pronged and
experimental approach was required. “We
must be allowed to experiment, to see what
works and to implement it. We believe in an
experiment-based approach.” She proposed
a database of work-seekers that profiles
individuals throughout their years of education,
while potential employers log available jobs.
The government should work with firms to
utilise the strong private sector infrastructure
to create a “seamless” system, she said.
All agreed that, whatever the solution, it
needs to conform to unique South African
context and challenges.

How the Church gave small business a push
Mapaseka Setlhodi

A

bout 10 years ago Agatha* started her
own sewing business through the Jubilee Community Church, where her aim
was to help marginalised women like herself to
make a living.
Agatha, a refugee from The Democratic
Republic of Congo, moved to South Africa
more than 20 years ago in the hope of a better
living.
She called the business Umoja (meaning
unity in Swahili), a sewing and embroidery
enterprise that primarily helps refugee women
to have a meaningful job in their lives.
Before she approached the church, Agatha
didn’t have any income of her own and
depended on her husband’s income. Since
sewing is her passion, she felt that she could

start something where many displaced women
like herself could be empowered through
sewing and embroidery work.

“The church has the potential
to play a significant role
for change in South Africa”
Agatha pitched her business plan through
the Jubilee Community Church’s Business
Empowering and Skills Training initiative
(BEST). The church recognized the need to have
assistance programs to help small businesses
going. The BEST initiative is thus aimed at
training people how to think and develop their
business ideas as well as gain business skills.
She began by teaching a small group of
about 10 women how to sew and embroider

patterns onto cushions and dresses.
After reviewing her business plan, someone
outside of the church then helped her in
sourcing numerous contractors who called
in with large orders. Soon more hands were
needed and more women were recruited to
work for the Umoja sewing business.
The Umoja sewing business flourished.
Two years ago Umoja was big enough to start
operating in its own facilities after having
used the Church’s facilities. The business now
operates in Brooklyn, Cape Town and employs
over 40 women.
“The church has the potential to play a
significant role for change in South Africa,” said
Pastor David Adams of the Jubilee Community
Church.
*Name changed at request of the Church
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Professor Vivienne Taylor

Madney Halim

NPC Commissioner and Professor of Social
Development at UCT addressing the opening session

Dr Teboho Pitso

“I have learnt that South Africans on the ground are getting
on with it. They are struggling, competing for resources and
making inroads into the problems. What we are not doing
is profiling the work that is taking place on the ground, so
there is a huge disconnect between national processes and
very localised initiatives and that disconnect gives people
perceptions that nothing is happening when indeed a lot
is happening. It is important for us to look at how we can
strengthen what is happening so that the benefits can be
spread across to many different communities.

Mlungisi Cibini
University of Fort Hare

“I learnt a lot. We think we can do
anything with land, but in fact you
should look at the land and make sure
that you produce out of the land that
you’ve got, whether it’s small or big.”

Professor Kola Odeku

“One thing I’ve
learnt is…”

Professor Crain Soudien

University of Venda

“We have to change the mindset of
poor people in terms of receiving,
and instead promote a hands-up
approach. People have to understand
that they have to work very hard in
order to put a plate on the table.”

Lindiwe Tukane
Bulungula Incubator

“In our interventions, we need to go into the
communities from their strength-base: not
approach communities as weaklings, but through
their strengths, so that we can enhance these, and
then work together to improve their weaknesses”.

National Planning Commission Secretariat

Francis Wilson
Conference Director

Katharine Hall

“The one thing I have learnt is that
there is real power in this country
to change the situation we’ve got.
If we start working together and
building networks and partnerships
we’ll generate that real power.”

Conference Co-ordinator

“We have to find ways of bringing sites
of knowledge – universities, the world of
practice, and the authority of the state
– together in much more deliberative
ways. But we have begun here, and
that’s a really important thing.”

Dr. Makgoshi P. Masipa

Josephilda Nhlapo-Hlope

Deputy Vice-Chancellor, UCT

“Policy was made at this conference.
The DDG of Social Development
announced a kinship care grant that
civil society has been working towards
for years. This has been worked on
in backrooms for years but has been
confirmed here at Towards Carnegie
III. It’s happening. ”

Associate Professor Annemarie Hattingh
Department of Science Education

“The heart is there. All the
goodwill is there. Tons of
knowledge on how to start doing
what is right for the country
has been said. Now we need
hardworking men and women
as well as learners to make the
potential a reality.”

Liesel Bakker

“I have learnt the importance of
working across silos, and trying
to work out what needs to be
done to facilitate that.”

Debbie Lees

Monash South Africa

“Together, our NGOs and the private sector
are making a huge impact on society. There
needs to be a physical space from which all
the ideas and practices can be drawn – so
that everyone can benefit.”

“Maybe I am stating the obvious, but
what I have learnt is that there are
so many innovative ideas that could
be implemented in our country – and
there is a pressing need for academic
researchers and policy-makers to talk
more closely with each other.”

Ikamva Youth

University of Limpopo School of Law

“This conference has brought about a
renewed awakening from everyone and
their will to solve the issue of poverty.
If this commitment can be translated
into implementation using political
power, the problem will be solved”.

“The overwhelming scale of the conference, bringing together
all public sectors committed to doing one thing to achieve
one goal, ensures confidence for success. This commitment
enables space to do the work we need to do. Timbali had a
brilliant presentation to share ideas for project management.”

Carnegie3 News rounded up some participants and asked them what the most important
lesson was that they had learnt during the conference.

University of Western Cape

“The most powerful feature of
this conference has been the
incredible sharing of information
and this demonstrates the power of
networking. I hope that Phase Two
of Towards Carnegie III can be about
the implementation of policy.”

Vice-Chancellor, University of Free State (on Twitter)

“Carnegie 3 here in the Cape might just
be the strategy that helps SA turn the
corner on poverty and inequality.”

“I have learnt that there is potential for the
successful implementation of the National
Development Plan, but potential is not an
opportunity. Commitment of resources,
time and energy could help us convert the
potential to the opportunity.”

Agricultural Research Council,
University of Western Cape

Cornel Hart

Professor Jonathan Jansen

Institute for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship, Vaal University

Natasha Gabriels

“For me, this conference was about a change in
thinking, about looking at new ways of doing things.
For instance, what I found really interesting, in the
session on carbon reduction, was a whole discussion
about carbon-saving and how poor communities can
benefit from this. There’s a change-over from the
traditional way of doing things, and looking at new
ways of being kinder to the environment but also
making sure that poor people can benefit.”

Programme Manager, Community
Based Development Programme

Judy Favish

Institutional Planning
Department, UCT

“I have learnt so much from other NGOs
about how they keep things sustainable.
Some of them are doing really interesting
things in creating income generation.
But the best thing I will take away with
me is the people I have met and what I
have learnt about what else is happening
out there. Often as an NGO, you work in
isolation. It has been so interesting to
learn that other people grapple with the
same issues we do. “

“I was motivated and discovered
the strength to carry on doing what
I’m doing and I found connections
with many people and institutions
working to overcome poverty.”

Dehran Swart

Senior Project Manager (Research Education and Safer
Systems): Paraffin Safety Association South Africa
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Milked dry
Jacques de Satgé

D

airy farms are under constant pressure to expand, or go under. This is
the finding of studies presented this
week at “Towards Carnegie III” at the University of Cape Town.
According to Pauline Stanford, from the
University of the Western Cape’s Institute for
Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS),
it costs an estimated R15 – 20 million to
start up a commercial dairy farm of 400
cows today. It’s a tough business, she says,
and farmers in the Underberg region have to
constantly expand their farms to keep their
business alive.
“It’s a treadmill effect,” explained
Raymond Auerbach, Professor of Soil Science
and Plant Production at the Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University. Farms have to get
bigger to keep running on the same spot. In
other words, farm expansion maintains steady
income.
“It is increasingly difficult for small
to medium-scale farming to remain
economically
and
environmentally
sustainable, and there’s trend towards an
agriculture sector dominated by large-scale
farms serving the elite of the agro-industry,”
said Stanford.
The qualitative study by Stanford,
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Pauline Stanford of PLAAS making her presentation
presented in a session on the dynamics of
change in commercial agriculture, surveyed
16 commercial dairy farmers of the Underberg
region in KwaZulu Natal.
As one farmer explained in the survey:
“It is much harder for dairy farms to start up
now…In 2012, farmers have no co-ops, no free
technical support and a minimum start-up herd
is 400 cows.”
It is difficult for farmers to start up without
large amounts of capital, especially as existing
farmers invest heavily in expanding their farms,
said Stanford. New farmers face two options:
“Co-operate or compete”.
“Co-ops” such as Midlands Milk form
farmer alliances to contest big milk processors

who “screw them over,” said Stanford. She
suggested that co-ops could provide a support
structure for emerging farmers, but admitting
to being “sceptical” that structural relations
could really change.
To enter the dairy market as a new farmer
and compete from the outset means they must
adopt the “Ek staan alleen” mentality that some
farmers have, said Stanford. This requires capital
investment and expansion.
“There are very few single-farm farms in
the [Underberg] district now, in fact I haven’t
found one yet,” said Stanford.
“You have to get big or get out,” said
Auerbach in agreement.

Wool brings wealth to rural communities
Håvard Ovesen

B

efore there was mining in South Africa,
there was wool. Long before mining impacted rural South Africa, wool “made a
contribution to the development of rural towns
for two centuries.”
And, says Leon de Beer, General Manager
of the National Wool Growers’ Association
(NWGA), it can play an equally important social
role today for new and emerging producers in
South Africa.”
In fact, the NGWA’s Wool Sheep
Development Programme has already enabled
rural families to access global markets.
Between 2004 and 2009, among the
families of the 17,000 Eastern Cape farmers
targeted by the programme, the number of
homes in which children went to bed hungry
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decreased by almost 16%.
In the same period, the number of
households with their own savings accounts
went up by over 20%. Likewise, the number of
families forced to cover school fees with a loan
went down from 78.4% to 52.3%.

“Wool can play an important
social role today for
new and emerging producers”
“Wool is a wonderful commodity”, said Mr
De Beer. It enables “emerging farmers in the
most rural farming areas of South Africa [to
create] an income from foreign currency.”
Rural small-scale farmers used to sell wool
of varying quality on the domestic informal
market. Through their involvement with the

Wool Sheep Development Programme, they are
now fetching top dollar from places as far away
as Italy, China, and the Czech Republic.
Increased quality and access to new markets,
combined with intensive training programmes,
means sheep farmers have gone from selling
to hawkers for about R6 a kilo to earning an
average R32 a kilo in the commercial markets.
“That’s a huge difference,” Mr. de Beer pointed
out. “Five times more.”
“It is a wonderful BEE program,” he added.
In fact, its benefits scale up to macro level. When
the programme started in 1997, communal
farmers sold around two hundred tons of wool
through the formal auction system. This trade
was valued at around R1.5 million.
“In the season just completed in June, the
200,000 kilograms became three and a half
million kilograms of wool, and R1.5 million
became R113 million.”

Rural health organisation
goes national
at conference
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Dr Gavin McGregor, Director of Umthombo Youth Development Foundation

Emmanuel Vuma

A

rural development organisation that recruits and supports health-care workers
has already seen results from attending
“Towards Carnegie III”. The Umthombo Youth
Development Foundation (UYDF), which operates in Northern KwaZulu-Natal, is about to
go nationwide thanks to a discussion between
its director, Dr Gavin MacGregor, and Aaron
Daviet, Political Officer at the U.S. Consulate
General in Cape Town.
“The [Towards Carnegie III] conference was
not in vain. While others were still breaking
down the ideas to tackle poverty on different
levels, we are already planning to bring
together our forces and continue doing what
we are already doing to bring about immediate
change”, said MacGregor.

The UYDF recruits and supports rural youth
to become qualified health care professionals in
order to address the critical shortage of healthcare workers in rural hospitals. In the process,
it hopes to improve the health care in rural
communities.

“It did what it was meant
to do – bringing ideas together
to achieve one goal.”
After training, these young health-care
professionals work at one of the 10 partnering
hospitals in the Umkhanyakude, Zululand
or Uthungulu districts in return for the
opportunity they have had to study a health
science qualification. But until now the initiative
has been limited to Northern KwaZulu Natal

due to financial constraints, says MacGregor.
In the past 12 years, the organisation has
produced 116 health care professionals in
16 health science disciplines, including 37
doctors, according to a paper presented to
the conference by MacGregor. During the
conference, MacGregor was able to explain to
several people the impact UYDF has had in the
rural northern KZN since 1999.
Among them was Aaron Daviet of the U.S.
Consulate. MacGregor and Daviet have now
joined forces to enable the UYDF initiative
in other provinces. Daviet had to leave the
conference early, hence was not available to
comment on this issue, but MacGregor said he
was excited by the prospect.
“I’m glad that this conference resulted in
bigger plans to look forward to the future. It
did what it was meant to do in the first place
– to bring ideas together to achieve one goal.”
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Nguni cattle breed new life
into rural herds

Vuyani Somyo, Project Manager of the Nguni Cattle Development Trust

Håvard Ovesen

N

guni cattle are being used in poor rural communities to strengthen local
stock.
This hardy cattle breed, indigenous to
Southern Africa, can withstand most tick-borne
diseases and are generally low-maintenance.
This makes them ideally suited for poorer
communities, explained Vuyani Somyo, project
manager of the Eastern Cape Nguni Cattle
Development Trust.
Nguni cattle survive on grass and require
little to no medicine or food supplements,
Somyo says. Most small-scale rural cattle are
generic; they are mixed masala rather than
thoroughbreds. The goal of the Nguni Cattle
Development Trust is to improve the quality

and quantity of village stock by introducing
more Nguni genes in the cattle pool.
The way they do this is both simple and
effective. In cooperation with the provincial
government, they go into villages and bring
with them two Nguni bulls and ten heifers. A
heifer is a cow that has never calved.

“This hardy cattle breed … is ideally
suited for poorer communities”
“They keep these animals for five years.
After the five-year period, they must return
the same number of bulls and heifers,” Somyo
explains. These cattle then go to the next village
on the Trust’s list. Ownership of the remaining

progeny is then officially transferred to the
community.
The point is to create cattle herds more in
line with the qualities associated with the Nguni
breed. “Obviously, people in the villages have
got their own cattle,” Somyo says. Therefore,
“it is a requirement that they castrate any other
bulls. Then we can produce the Nguni bulls to
cross-breed.” The end result is herds suited to
both their environment and limited resources
available to the local communities.
The project is managed by The University
of Fort Hare takes which also provides research
back-up. The Eastern Cape Department of Rural
Development and Agrarian Reform provides
training, development, and veterinarian
services. The trust is funded by the Industrial
Development Corporation.

